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New Thomson® Website: Save Time With Easier Access To
Mechanical Motion Products, Tools And Solutions
Thomson has launched a new website that improves access to its extensive library of
mechanical motion product and application solutions:
Easy access. Dynamic, responsive screen resolution adjustment accommodates
everything from widescreen PCs to mobile phones and touch screen-friendly
operation.
Easy search and navigation. Enhanced search engine and filtered search saves
time and enables more effective content searching for resource, product and
application data.
Easy to understand. Clear, context-sensitive product information includes
expanded detail on product features and benefits, cleaner line art, and ready links
to companion products
Easy on the eyes. An attractive look and feel, which features fresh product and
application images and a clutter-free design.
Easier purchase. Distributor locator makes it easy for customers to connect
orderable products with preferred local distributors.
Thomson has also included an improved 3D model viewer, which is compatible with most
common web browsers.

BROWSE THOMSON'S NEW WEBSITE NOW >

NEW: Thomson Tech Tips Video
IP Ratings Explained
The International Protection code (IP ratings), classifies
the different levels of protection for electrical
equipment, like electric linear actuators.
The first rating is for the protection against solid foreign
objects and the second rating is for the protection of
ingress of liquids like water. Knowing what the ratings
mean allow you to know how much protection your
actuator will have in your next design.

Watch the video now >

Thomson Design Tools & Resources Help
You Find The Right Product
At Thomson, we provide our customers with world
class customer support by offering a wide variety of
online application, selection, and training tools.
Together, with our direct contact customer support
center, we can help you find the product that best fits
your application needs.

Visit new online design tools website >
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